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Preface
This is a special issue of Linear Algebra and its Applications dedicated to Thomas J. Laffey on the occasion of his 65th birthday.
Tom Laffey was born on December 4, 1943 in Cross, Cong, County Mayo, in the west of Ireland.
He began studying mathematical science at University College Galway, near his home, in 1961 and
received his bachelor’s degree in 1964, followed by a master’s degree in 1965. After a year of teaching
at the university in Galway, he began study for a Ph.D. at the University of Sussex, near Brighton,
England, in 1966. His thesis adviser was Walter Ledermann, known for his work in group theory and
matrix theory. Tom received his doctorate in 1968, in the minimum permissible time of two years,
presenting a thesis on structure theorems for ﬁnite linear groups.
In October 1968, he returned to Ireland to take up a lecturing position in the Department of Mathe-
matics at University College Dublin (UCD), where he has remained for his entire career. He served two
stints as Head of the Department of Mathematics at UCD, 1986–1990 and 1996–1999. He also spent
the academic year 1972–1973 on sabbatical at Northern Illinois University in De Kalb, Illinois, USA,
where he developed an interest in number theory. His early published work is mainly in ﬁnite group
theory, especially the study of p-groups, where p is a prime. Such groups, which play a vital role in the
analysis of all ﬁnite groups, are notorious for their intricate structure.
The tradition of original sustained research in UCD was not well established at the time of Tom’s
appointment, with much greater emphasis being given to teaching. Tom was fortunate in that Fergus
J. Gaines had been appointed to a lecturing position in UCD in 1966, having completed a doctorate
at the California Institute of Technology under the supervision of Olga Taussky Todd. Tom attests that
his regular discussions with Fergus directed him more towards the study of matrix theory and linear
algebra, and furthermore, his own subsequent correspondence with Olga Taussky Toddwas especially
inﬂuential in reinforcing this gradual change in research focus.
Tom has a wide range of research interests, since in addition to his contributions to the theory of
groups and matrices, he has written, either as sole author or in collaboration with others, on such
topics as ring theory, combinatorics, operator algebras and polynomials. Nonetheless, it is his work
in matrix theory and linear algebra which has been his greatest achievement and we will now brieﬂy
discuss those areas which he and fellow researchers value most highly.
The problem of reducing ﬁnite sets of matrices under simultaneous similarity to some type of
canonical form is one of longstanding difﬁculty. It can be reinterpreted in terms of ﬁnding the structure
of the algebra generated by the matrices. In 1936, McCoy gave a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for
a set of n × n complex matrices to be brought simultaneously to triangular form in terms of certain
polynomials involvingadditivecommutators in thematrices. Since that time, emphasishasbeenplaced
on ﬁnding further commutator conditions that guarantee simultaneous triangularization.
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In 1978, Tom showed that if the commutator AB − BA of two square complex matrices A and B has
rank 1, A and B may be simultaneously triangularized. He also showed in later work that if the square
of the commutator is 0, together with some further nilpotency conditions, the same triangularization
theoremholds; in the case of 3 × 3matrices, the vanishing of the square of the commutator sufﬁces for
this result to be true. In subsequent work with Fergus Gaines and Helene Shapiro, published in 1983,
Tom obtained precise upper bounds for the dimension of the subalgebra generated by two square
matrices each with quadratic minimal polynomial.
In a different vein of matrix theory, Tom has made a significant study of the non-negative inverse
eigenvalue problem (NIEP), which asks when a list of n complex numbers is the spectrum of an ele-
mentwise non-negative real n × nmatrix. Part of his work in this area has been done in collaboration
with Eleanor Meehan and Robert Reams (his former Ph.D. students), as well as Charles R. Johnson,
Raphael Loewy and Helena Šmigoc.
Among Tom’s contributions to NIEP are:
(i) The introduction of the concept of an extreme spectrum.
(ii) The solution of NIEP for 5 × 5 non-negative matrices with trace zero.
(iii) Theproof that fora list of realnumbers,NIEP isdifferent fromSNIEP (thesymmetricnon-negative
inverse eigenvalue problem).
(iv) Solution of NIEP in case the given list of complex numbers consists of one positive real number
(the Perron root), while all other numbers in the list are complex numbers with negative real
parts.
(v) Someprogress inprovidingaconstructiveproofof thewell-knowntheoremofBoyleandHandel-
man, which deals with the question of when a list of non-zero complex numbers is the non-zero
part of the spectrum of a non-negative matrix.
Tom has had three students who have obtained their doctorates under his supervision, Susan Laz-
arus, Robert Reams and Eleanor Meehan, and at the time of this writing, he has two further students
working for their doctorates.
Since 1996, he has been one of the two editors of the Mathematical Proceedings of the Royal Irish
Academy, a position requiringmuch administrative effort, generalmathematical knowledge and atten-
tion to detail. He has also served as an Associate Editor of Linear Algebra and its Applications since 1980
(Senior Editor since 2002) and as an Associate Editor of Applied Mathematics Letters since 1994.
Tom is well known in the mathematical community beyond linear algebra and has represented
Ireland in various international mathematical activities.
For example, he, togetherwith FinbarrHolland ofUniversity College Cork, took the initiative in 1988
toorganize theﬁrst Irishparticipation in the InternationalMathematicalOlympiad (IMO).Hecontacted
all the Irish high schools to inform them of the competition and seek suitable students for training;
since then he has always been involved in training the teamand arranging funding for its attendance at
the yearly Olympiad competition. He also greatly enjoys submitting challenging problems to the local
and international Olympiad. He has frequently attended the IMO competition, often as team leader.
Through his IMO work, he has developed a strong relationship with secondary schools in Ireland and
has frequently lectured to their association.
He has been involved in setting up the annual Hamilton Lectures, held in Dublin each October to
commemorate Hamilton’s discovery of quaternions, and he is a member of the National Subcommis-
sion for Mathematical Instruction; both of these activities are sponsored by the Royal Irish Academy
(RIA), of which he has been a member since 1981 and Vice-President during 1990–1992. He has for
many years been a member of the RIA National Committee for Mathematics and consequently rep-
resented Ireland at the International Congress of Mathematicians at Berkeley and Kyoto. Tom has
also served on committees advising the governmental Department of Education on secondary school
curricula.
He has beenmuch in demand to serve on committees to decide about academic appointments and
promotions, as well the granting of research awards. In addition to numerous demands on his time to
deliberate on such issues in Ireland, he has played an important role in supporting Portuguese mathe-
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matics as a member of the Advisory Committee of three Portuguese research centres in mathematics
(Centro de Estruturas Lineares e Combinató, Centro de Álgebra da Universidade de Lisboa, and Centro
deMatemá da Universidade de Coimbra), and also as a member of the Portuguese National Evaluation
Panel for Research in Mathematics. He has always made time for these public service contributions at
home and abroad and invariably does a very thorough job.
Tom’s teaching reputation is formidable. He has very high standards, covers lots of material, and
is known to set demanding examinations, but his students really feel that they have been raised to a
higher level of understanding and introduced to the real challenges of the subject. Many of his former
students have proceeded to do a Ph.D. in the USA and testify to the value of the foundational education
he gave them in Dublin.
We shouldmention that Tom has an encyclopaedicmemory, with a great capacity to recall lectures
attended, papers or books read and remarks made. While this has played an important role in his own
research, it has proved to be a very useful asset for his colleagues when they are seeking information
on some research problem, especially one new to them. Often a conversation with Tom will provide
a vital clue for the next step to take or place to look when investigating an unfamiliar question. He is
thus a very knowledgeable, yet modest, person, and has always been a good and generous friend to
his many colleagues in the mathematics community.
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